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Lord Lex Gunther broke into a tirade on the phone right away. He sounded absolutely furious.

In fact, with the phone on loudspeaker, his voice was so loud that everyone in the Chanel outlet could hear
him. The store manager was stunned, just as the security guards were.

Lord Lex Gunther went on yelling for a minute, repeating what he said time and again. After that, he said he
would rush over immediately.

Finally, the phone was returned to Alex Rockefeller.

“I’ll wait for you for ten minutes,” Alex said into the phone.

“Okay, okay. I’ll come over by helicopter right away, and I’ll be sure to provide you with a satisfactory
outcome,” Lord Lex Gunther hurriedly said.

The route from Hell’s Angels to California Plaza had the busiest traffic. At this period, the traffic congestion
was so terrible that one would have a mental breakdown. Wanting to reach California Plaza within ten minutes

was a fool’s dream. Fortunately, Lord Lex Gunther had his own private helicopter in Hell’s Angels.

“Hurry up! Quickly! We must get to California Plaza in five minutes!”

“Inform all the shareholders in California Plaza to gather at that stupid Chanel outlet. Get them to kneel in

front of Mr. Rockefeller and apologize to him.”

“Her name was Penelope Fernandez, wasn’t it? Does her husband work for Thousand Miles Conglomerate?
Bring him!”



It was completely silent in the Chanel outlet.

Everyone had their eyes wide open as they looked at Alex, who was now casually sitting on a stool. They were
filled with shock, terror and anxiety. None of them would have thought that this seemingly ordinary loser

would actually have the ability to make Lord Lex Gunther afraid of him.

Penelope broke into a cold sweat. She had a feeling that something bad was going to happen. Trembling, she
looked at Alex. “You, you… Who are you? How did my daughter offend you?”

Alex glanced at Vanya Tyler. “It doesn’t matter who I am. What matters is that you didn’t teach your daughter

well! Your daughter is unbridled, lacks manners and thinks she has the power to do whatever she wants! She
bullied my sister-in-law at school. Today, she even threatened to make my mother-in-law and sister-in-law
kneel in front of her to apologize. On top of that, she was going to make them lick the toilet bowls. Would a

normal person do something like this?”

After Alex said this, Vanya, who was originally fearful of him, suddenly ran forward.

“Oh! I know who you are! It turns out that you’re that useless son-in-law from the Assex family who depends

on women for a living,” Vanya said.

Penelope frowned and glared angrily at her daughter. “Shut up. Haven’t you caused enough trouble?”

Lord Lex Gunther was on his way. Penelope hadn’t even figured out what to do yet. If Vanya continued to
make a fool of herself, she’d end up killing her mother.

When Penelope thought of how terrifying Lord Lex Gunther was, she shivered before dropping to her knees in
front of Alex. “Mr. Rockefeller, it’s my fault for not teaching my daughter well. Please, have mercy and let us
go this time…”

When the Chanel’s store manager saw this, her body started to tremble.



Even Ms. Fernandez was on her knees begging for mercy. Earlier, the store manager had also asked Alex to
lick toilet bowls. Would Lord Lex Gunter forgive her? However, Vanya pulled Penelope off the ground.
“Mom, why are you kneeling to this loser? I’m telling you, you’ve been fooled. Do you know who he is? He

is the son of Rockefeller Group’s ex-CEO, William Rockefeller! William’s reputation was tarnished for

betraying the country. Everyone criticized him. Now, Alex has been kicked out of the Rockefeller family, and
he depends on women for a living. How could a piece of trash like him know Lord Lex Gunther? That call

must not have been to Lord Lex Gunther. He must have found someone to pretend to be Lord Lex Gunther.”

“What?” Penelope was stunned.

Of course, Penelope knew who William Rockefeller was. Back then, he garnered a lot of attention in
California. It seemed like William’s son couldn’t possibly be acquainted to Lord Lex Gunther.

Moreover, who was Lord Lex Gunther?

Why would Lord Lex Gunther kowtow to an outcast from the Rockefeller family? He sounded extremely

respectful, almost as if Alex was his grandfather. Indeed, it must have been fake.

Penelope immediately became furious and jumped up and down while she pointed at Alex’s nose. “Alright,
you seem to have the guts to lie to me, Penelope Fernandez! Today, I’m going to make you lick toilet bowls.
I’d like to see what else you have up your sleeves!”

“Someone, take him down! I want all his teeth knocked off!”

Since Alex knocked off her daughter’s teeth, she wanted him to make him suffer ten times or even a hundred

times worse.

Not only did Penelope want to knock Alex’s teeth off, she also wanted to capture his mother-in-law and

sister-in-law so that she could knock their teeth off too.
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